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Abstract
Paleomagnetism is a key method to reconstruct the Earth’s paleogeography
and thus essential for understanding tectonic evolution, but it assumes that the
Earth’s magnetic field structure has always averaged to a geocentric axial dipole
(GAD). The GAD hypothesis may be tested using the observed inclination fre-
quency distribution, but only if continents have sampled all of Earth’s latitude
uniformly, which is not known. Here, we provide new insight into the uniform
sampling problem by employing a suite of 3D spherical mantle convection mod-
els that feature the self-consistent evolution of mantle convection, plate tecton-
ics and continental drift over timescales of 2 Gyr or more. Our results suggest
that continents unlikely sampled latitudes uniformly during the Phanerozoic,
consistent with previous suggestions. This finding is robust for a variety of geo-
dynamic evolutions with different mantle and lithosphere structures, at least in
the absence of true polar wander. For longer sampling durations, uniform sam-
pling typically becomes more feasible, but may only be achieved with confidence
after time scales of minimum 1.3 Gyr. This time scale depends on the structure
of the mantle and lithosphere and may be shortest when upper mantle viscosity
is small due to reduced resistive drag at the cratonic base that allows for faster
continental drift. Weak plates (low plastic yield strength) promote more dis-
persed configurations and also facilitate uniform sampling. If these conditions
are not met, the sampling time scale can easily exceed several billion years. Even
the minimum estimate of 1.3 Gyr challenges the validity of using the Phanero-
zoic inclination frequency distribution to infer the past average magnetic field
structure; the approach could, however, still be applicable to the Precambrian
inclination record.
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1. Introduction1
Paleomagnetism is one of the key methods to determine the Earth’s pa-2
leogeography, in particular for times for which no seafloor is preserved (older3
than ∼ 200 Myr). This method, however, requires some assumptions on ancient4
magnetic field structure to convert measured magnetic properties into useful pa-5
leogeographic information, such as latitude with respect to the Earth’s spin axis.6
The Earth’s present magnetic field is composed of ∼ 80% dipolar and ∼ 20%7
non-dipolar contributions, but when averaged over some thousands of years, the8
non-dipolar part vanishes mostly (Olson and Amit, 2006). The average mag-9
netic field of the modern, geologically recent Earth is thus well approximated by10
a geocentric axial dipole (GAD), but whether this holds true throughout most11
of the Earth’s history is unknown.12
Evans (1976) proposed a remarkably simple approach to test the validity13
of the GAD hypothesis: assuming uniform sampling of the Earth’s latitudes14
by the continents leads to a distinct frequency distribution of paleomagnetic15
inclinations for any given (time-averaged) magnetic field structure. Such a dis-16
tribution may be compared to the data base of measured inclinations in rock17
samples. After statistical comparison of the sampled and expected inclination18
frequency distributions (hereafter: IFD), Evans (1976) concluded that the geo-19
magnetic field has likely been dominantly dipolar throughout the Phanerozoic.20
His conclusion was later reinforced by Piper and Grant (1989) who proposed21
that the global paleomagnetic data is better characterised by a dipolar than22
by a quadrupolar magnetic field from 3000 to 600 Ma, but not in the interval23
600 − 300 Ma. More recently, Kent and Smethurst (1998) reported an over-24
representation of shallow inclinations in the Paleozoic and Precambrian record25
and attributed this to the presence of a relatively strong octupolar component26
(∼ 25% of the dipole component) in the magnetic field structure of these eras.27
The relevance of these conclusions drawn from both Piper and Grant (1989)28
and Kent and Smethurst (1998) is however rather dubious. Meert et al. (2003)29
pointed out a fundamental flaw in the applied statistical comparisons used in30
these works and showed that some of those original inferences do not hold any-31
more after recomputing the corrected statistical measures. In addition to the32
above-mentioned methodological flaw, the estimated magnitude of such higher-33
order contributions may however be sensitive to the details of the analysed34
paleomagnetic database: based on extended, more recent and differently binned35
data, Veikkolainen et al. (2014) estimated the octupolar parts of the Precam-36
brian magnetic field to be as low as 5%, much lower than previous derivations37
(e.g. Kent and Smethurst, 1998).38
As outlined above, the underlying assumption of all these tests was that39
all latitudes have been sampled uniformly by the Earth’s continents through-40
out the Phanerozoic (or any other time interval of interest) in the above stud-41
ies. Whether this assumption is valid has been addressed in several studies,42
yet with very different conclusions (Meert et al., 2003; McFadden, 2004; Evans,43
2005). Based on simple geometric considerations, McFadden (2004) for instance44
claimed for the need of a time span exceeding the age of the Earth to achieve45
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uniform latitude sampling. Taking into account the finite area of the Earth’s46
continents, however, let Evans (2005) conclude that the required sampling pe-47
riod could be as short as a few hundreds of million years for certain continent48
geometries and continental drift evolutions.49
Regardless of their respective conclusions, all these studies based their in-50
terpretation on statistically randomised motions of continents or idealised hy-51
pothetical paths of continental drift. Continents on the Earth, however, may52
episodically assemble to large continental clusters, such as Pangea (∼ 320 −53
200 Ma). The aggregated continental units cannot easily move into independent54
directions then and may drift slower as the tectonic plate incorporating the55
large continental cluster experiences a strong resistive drag at the continental56
base (see e.g. Forsyth and Ueda, 1975). This stands in contrast to phases of57
continental dispersal during which multiple fragments sample the globe more58
efficiently than a single large block. Moreover, this behaviour is not primarily59
stochastic, but tied to the history of subduction and the structure of mantle60
flow. In fact, the time scale of continental aggregation may be controlled by61
the wavelength of mantle flow and tends to decrease with increasing wavelength62
(Zhang et al., 2009; Rolf et al., 2014). On the other hand the timescale of conti-63
nental break-up tends to increase with increasing wavelength (Rolf et al., 2014),64
because longer-wavelength flow may express stronger surface plates, which are65
more difficult to break up (e.g. Rolf et al., 2017). The wavelength of mantle flow66
in turn depends on the radial viscosity profile of the mantle (e.g. Bunge et al.,67
1996), the presence of phase transitions (e.g. Tackley, 1996), the dominance of68
internal heat sources (McNamara and Zhong, 2005), lithospheric strength (e.g.69
Yoshida, 2008) and also the presence of continents themselves (Grigné et al.,70
2007; Phillips and Bunge, 2005; Rolf et al., 2012). Consequently, geodynamics71
plays a crucial role in the question whether continents can sample the Earth’s72
latitude adequately within a given time period, so that the test of Evans (1976)73
can be meaningfully applied.74
Previous studies considered these issues via assuming different speeds of con-75
tinental drift for example, but the role of self-organised geodynamic evolution76
has never been adequately addressed yet. In this study, we investigate for the77
first time the issue of uniform latitude sampling by continents in a geodynami-78
cally consistent framework. In the following sections, we introduce our approach79
and summarise the basics of constructing IFDs (section 2), present our results80




We investigate the latitude sampling problem outlined above using the nu-85
merical code StagYY (Tackley, 2008) for mantle convection modelling involving86
Earth-like plate behaviour and continental drift. Here, we only report mod-87
elling aspects essential for the present study. A more detailed description of the88
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model setup is given in Appendix A. The evolution of mantle flow is computed89
over durations of 2− 3 Gyr in a spherical shell representing the Earth’s mantle.90
The mantle is partially heated from below (that means from the core), but pre-91
dominantly from within (∼ 85− 90% of the total heat input) due to radiogenic92
heat sources that are here equally distributed across the mantle. For simplicity93
and to adapt an environment of modern-style plate tectonics, radiogenic heat94
sources are time-independent although they have decayed considerably on Earth95
throughout a comparable time evolution.96
Oceanic tectonic plates are realised by using a viscoplastic rheology that is97
strongly dependent on temperature and depth. The temperature dependence98
is in accordance to Arrhenius’ law and the activation energies applied here re-99
sult in thermal viscosity variations of up to seven orders of magnitude between100
the temperature at the surface (T = TS) and at the core-mantle boundary101
(T = TS + ∆T , see Table B.1 in Appendix B for parameter values). Fur-102
thermore, viscosity is reduced by one order of magnitude in regions where the103
solidus is exceeded in order to parametrise the asthenosphere. An explicit depth104
dependence is induced by assigning a viscosity jump ∆ηR across the transition105
from upper to lower mantle at 660 km depth (Appendix A).106
To realise a lithosphere fragmented into plates, localised deformation is107
needed and this is achieved by a strain rate-dependence of viscosity in the form108
of pseudo-plastic yielding (e.g. Moresi and Solomatov, 1998; Tackley, 2000a).109
In this approach, material deforms viscously until the stresses generated from110
mantle flow reach an upper limit, the yield stress, which is here defined as the111
maximum stress material can sustain without deforming plastically. If the yield112
stress is reached, material fails and weakens locally according to its strain rate.113
To limit this behaviour to shallow depths (the lithosphere), the yield stress in-114
creases with increasing depth following a Drucker-Prager yield criterion.115
Finally, viscosity η and yield stress σY depend on compositions that can116
continuously vary between 0 (normal mantle material, including oceanic plates)117
and 1 (continental materials). This is necessary for modelling continents that118
resist tectonic recycling over the long geological time scales of interest here.119
Continents are represented by a two-component chemical heterogeneity: each of120
them consists of a strong Archean core, which is surrounded by weaker mobile121
belts. Both components are buoyant with respect to normal mantle material122
(∆ρ ∼ 100 kg m−3). The cratonic interior is rheologically stronger than all other123
material and features a two orders of magnitude higher intrinsic viscosity and124
one order of magnitude higher surface yield stress (including the depth gradi-125
ent). The weaker belts, however, have an intrinsic viscosity that is one order126
of magnitude lower than that of normal mantle material (e.g. Yoshida, 2012),127
while their yield stress is still one order of magnitude increased compared to128
normal mantle material. Here we focus on the Archean interior since only this129
part of a continent is tectonically stable over long timescales in our models (e.g.130
Lenardic et al., 2003). Thus, we will only consider the cratons in our paleomag-131
netic sampling (as described in section 2.2).132
The continental plates (including their mobile belts) have a thickness of133
Dcr ∼ 240 km. This is perhaps somewhat thicker than realistic for the Earth,134
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Case NC AC σ0 ∆ηR < vG > < vC >
A 6 31(19)% 120 1 3.6± 0.7 1.2± 0.3
B 6 31(19)% 120 30 4.0± 0.6 2.2± 0.7
C 6 31(19)% 120 100 6.0± 1.5 3.6± 1.2
D* 6 31(19)% 180 30 4.6± 1.2 2.9± 1.2
E 6 31(19)% 180 100 6.1± 1.6 3.5± 1.6
F 6 31(19)% 240 30 5.0± 2.0 2.3± 1.3
G 12 31(19)% 180 30 4.2± 0.6 1.8± 0.8
H 12 47(31)% 180 30 7.0± 2.7 3.2± 2.5
Table 1: List of performed calculations and their characterising parameters, NC (number
of cratons), AC (initial total continental coverage, the number in brackets denotes the cra-
tonic portion), σ0 (surface yield stress in MPa, see Appendix B for scaling) and ∆ηR (non-
dimensional upper-lower mantle viscosity jump). We also list the obtained surface velocities,
< vG > (average over entire surface) and < vC > (average over continental area only), in
particular their mean values and standard deviations. Both are given in units of cm/yr af-
ter employing the scaling described in Appendix B. Note that cases A, B, C, D, E, and F
correspond to case M1, M2, M3, M8, M6, and M9 in in Rolf et al. (2017), respectively. The
asterisk denotes the reference model D.
Case F600 F
max ∆τmax
A 6% 37% 3.2+
B 20% >99% 2.2
C 46% 96% 2.0+
D 12% 53% 2.5+
E 27% 86% 1.5
F 13% 53% 2.2+
G 12% 55% 1.5
H 66% 96% 1.3
Table 2: Diagnostics of the inclination frequency distribution analysis. The meaning of the
diagnostics F600, Fmax, and ∆τmax (in Gyr) is explained in section 2.3. A ” + ” sign behind
∆τmax is added if ∆τmax coincides with the maximum integration time of the model.
but is a necessity in order to realise Earth-like ratios of continental to oceanic135
lithosphere thickness and plate speed partitioning at the somewhat reduced136
convective vigour used here (Rolf et al., 2017). The latter is chosen due to137
limitations on computational costs and is parametrised by the Rayleigh num-138
ber Ra0 = 6 × 106, which corresponds to a mantle reference viscosity of η0 ∼139
1 × 1022 Pa s (see Appendix B for further details). We note that the Rayleigh140
number of the Earth’s mantle may be as high as 108 (e.g. Schubert et al., 2001).141
We present six evolution cases (A-F) that differ in two parameters governing142
the rheology of the tectonic plates and the structure of mantle flow (see Table143
1): (i) the viscosity contrast between upper and lower mantle (1 ≤ ∆ηR ≤ 100)144
and (ii) the surface value of the yield stress (120 ≤ σ0 ≤ 240 MPa). These cases145
have been published in Rolf et al. (2017) lately, but were used there to address146
substantially different aspects. In these cases, we assign an initial continental147
configuration that consists of six initially dispersed continents covering ∼31% of148
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the surface in total (Figure 1a). For case G, we employ a different continent con-149
figuration including 12 smaller cratons covering the same total surface area and150
in case H these 12 cratons cover a larger area compared to the other cases (see151
Table 1). We ignore the initial transient period of the mantle flow calculations,152
meaning that for the results presented below the time origin, t = 0, denotes153
the time when a characteristic behaviour is reached. Then, surface tectonics154
evolves in a self-organised manner according to the forces generated by mantle155
flow, which eventually leads to continental collisions and break-up events.156
2.2. Inclination frequency distributions (IFD)157
During continental drift, any point on each craton will sample a different158
latitude band for a certain amount of time. To achieve uniform sampling on159
a sphere continents should thus sample low latitudes (close to the equator)160
for a longer duration than higher latitudes, because a latitude band of given161
width covers a larger area at equatorial than at polar latitudes. This gives162
an expected frequency distribution, which can be easily converted into one for163
magnetic inclination I assuming a predefined geomagnetic field structure via164
(e.g. Evans, 1976):165
tan (I) =
− (1 + n)Pn
∂Pn/∂Θ
, (1)
where Θ is colatitude and the Pn are the Legendre polynomials of first kind and166
of spherical harmonic degree n. We note that for the Precambrian the polarity of167
magnetic inclinations observed on the Earth is unknown due to possible gaps in168
the apparent polar wander paths of continents, such that we restrict our analysis169
to absolute values of inclination, | I |. Converting latitude into inclination is not170
strictly necessary for our purposes, but we still do so, because it is inclination171
not latitude that is measured in natural samples. For n = 1, equation (1) leads172
to the well-known dipole equation, which corresponds to the GAD hypothesis:173
tan (I) = 2 cot (Θ). This IFD is the reference we compare our results to. To174
extract an IFD from our models, we assume a spin axis orientation of the spin175
axis that is fixed through time and moreover arbitrarily defined since the effects176
of the Earth’s rotation are small and ignored in mantle flow models. A possible177
improvement of this approach involving true polar wander is discussed in section178
4.3.1. Furthermore, we make the crucial assumption that spin axis pole and179
geomagnetic pole always coincide.180
2.3. Diagnostics181
To compare our model-predicted IFDs to the one representing the GAD182
curve from equation (1) we use the root mean square error of approximation183






Df (N − 1)
)
. (2)
Here, N is the total number of sampling points and Df denotes the degrees185
of freedom for our comparison. Here, Df = 8, because we bin latitudes and186
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inclinations in nine bands with a width of 10◦. The χ2-characteristic for com-187
parison of two distributions has been defined elsewhere. By using RMSEA,188
we follow Meert et al. (2003) who favoured it over χ2, because it is less sensi-189
tive to N (Fan et al., 1999) and better suited for comparing distributions with190
large sample size. Our sample size becomes large for two reasons: First, we191
sample latitude and inclination every 200 time steps of the numerical model,192
which corresponds to an average sampling interval of ∼ 4 ≤ ∆t ≤∼ 20 Myr193
(differences between cases arise from the adaptive time step in the mantle flow194
model). Second, for each sampling interval we sample each craton at NS = 100195
randomly distributed points (see e.g. Figure 1a) to reasonably track the entire196
extent of the craton, which may cover several latitude bands at the same time197
(Evans, 2005). Such a number of sampling points probably overestimates the198
frequency of available observations; we discuss this issue and vary our choice of199
∆t and NS when we relate our modelling results to the available paleomagnetic200
record (section 4).201
We analyse the convection models with regards to their RMSEA character-202
istic after different sampling durations. If RMSEA < 5% after a duration ∆τ ,203
we assume that the GAD target curve and our model prediction are indistin-204
guishable (e.g. Nevitt and Hancock, 2000). We thus obtain a single characteristic205
for each ∆τ , but its value depends on our choice of the spin axis orientation.206
To capture the variation due to a different choice, we recompute the results for207
NP = 300 different poles uniformly distributed over the globe. Ultimately, we208
are interested in the fraction FP of spin axis poles for which RMSEA < 5%209
after given ∆τ . We highlight this value after 600 Myr of sampling (F600) since210
this is approximately the duration of the Phanerozoic, but we are also inter-211
ested in the maximum value Fmaxp and after which sampling duration ∆τ
max
212
it is observed (see Table 2).213
3. Results214
3.1. Geodynamic evolution of a reference model215
We start by discussing a reference model (case D, Table 1) to give an impres-216
sion of the computed geodynamic evolutions and the drift of continents (Figure217
1). This case corresponds to case M8 in Rolf et al. (2017) where many additional218
aspects of this evolution are presented. In this model deformation localises well219
into a rather interconnected network of narrow plate boundaries that evolve220
through time and separate an ensemble of larger and smaller tectonic plates.221
Mallard et al. (2016) recently demonstrated that this type of models is capable222
of reproducing the Earth’s plate-size distribution since Pangea break-up (Morra223
et al., 2012).224
After the onset of their drift, continents quickly divert from their initial con-225
figuration and a large variety of tectonic patterns can be recognised, also those226
in which all continents are aggregated into a supercontinent (Figure 1d) that227
subsequently breaks up (Figure 1e). In this case, cratons drift with an average228
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Figure 1: Reference evolution (model D in Table 1): (a) Initial configuration of the six conti-
nents (only the craton portions are shown). Coloured squares denote the barycentre of each
continent; the smaller circles within each continent are the 100 (time–dependent) randomly
distributed sampling points. (b)-(f) Snapshots of surface viscosity (colour-coded, dark blue
linear / curvilinear structures denote plate boundaries) and surface velocities (black arrows)
at different times: (b) 1.47 Gyr, (c) 1.83 Gyr, (d) 2.06 Gyr, (e) 2.29 Gyr, (f) 2.57 Gyr. Cratons
are contoured by black lines. In subsequent figures, the colour coding of the barycentres will






































Figure 2: Time series of (a) surface velocity (root mean square, vrms) in case D averaged
over the cratonic units (bold) or the oceanic (= not continental) plates (dashed), (b) surface
velocity of each of the six individual cratons.
plates (Figure 2a, Table 1). The time-averaged ratio of characteristic oceanic230
and continental plate velocities is ∼ 2.2 ± 1.0 in this case, which is consistent231
with independent estimates from kinematic plate reconstructions since 200 Ma232
(Zahirovic et al., 2015), although this measure varies strongly with continental233
configuration (see Rolf et al., 2017). The slower motion of continents in our234
model (and on Earth) is most likely related to the greater thickness of cratonic235
compared to oceanic lithosphere, which exerts an additional resistive drag at236
the cratonic base (Forsyth and Ueda, 1975).237
Individual cratons experience significant variation in their drift rates (Fig-238
ure 2b), which is explained by the time-varying degrees of continental clustering239
and the positioning relative to subducting slabs (Rolf et al., 2017). The latter240
govern the general dynamics in our primarily internally heated models in which241
rising plumes remain relatively weak. In the presented example, a craton can242
be almost immobile for some time, but on the other hand reach peak drift rates243
of ∼ 8 cm/yr, for example at t ∼ 1.8 Gyr. In several of the other computed244
cases, these peak drift rates occasionally exceed 10 − 15 cm/yr depending on245
the effective viscosity structure of the lithosphere and mantle, which is further246
detailed in section 3.5.247
3.2. Inclination frequency distributions248
We use the reference model (case D) to demonstrate the conversion of sam-249
pled latitudes into an IFD curve and subsequently discuss the role of the number250
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Figure 3: Inclination frequency analysis for case D: (a) Time evolution of barycentre latitudes
θ assuming the spin axis pole at (θP , φP ) = (90
◦, 0◦). (b) Frequency distribution of latitudes
after ∆τ ∼ 2.57 Gyr of sampling starting at t0 = 0 (Figure 1a). The thick solid curve is the
combined results for all six cratons; the thick dashed curve corresponds to GAD hypothesis.
(c) and (d) are analogous to (a) and (b), but for inclination I. Note that in (b) and (d), we
have used NS = 100 already.
of cratons, the choice of the geomagnetic pole, the initial configuration of cra-251
tons at the beginning of sampling (t = t0), the duration of sampling ∆τ , and the252
variety arising from different choices of the parameters controlling the mantle253
flow evolution (∆ηR, σ0). For demonstration, we place the geomagnetic pole254
at (θP , φP ) = (90
◦, 0◦) and track only the latitude of the cratonic barycentres255
through time, that means NS = 1 (Figure 3). Most of the modelled cratons256
sample a large range of latitudes and usually sample all latitudes of either the257
Southern or the Northern hemisphere completely, such that they provide a full258
spectrum of | I | (Figure 3c).259
Some cratons however (e.g. #2), linger at high latitudes (θ > 60◦) for a260
long time. As a consequence, the IFD derived from craton #2 has a strong261
bias towards high inclinations. In fact, none of the IFDs derived from a single262
craton has any similarity with the GAD curve even after the long sampling du-263
ration of ∆τ ∼ 2.57 Gyr (Figure 3d). But if all six cratons are taken together,264
the combined IFD resembles the GAD curve comparably well and displays the265
characteristic gentle increase from the equator to moderately high latitudes and266
the sharp decrease at polar latitudes. In the remainder of this work, we will267
focus on this combined curve.268
3.3. Geomagnetic pole location269
For the above demonstration, we assumed a single geomagnetic pole loca-270
tion, which coincided with the North pole of the latitude-longitude grid spanned271
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Figure 4: Inclination frequency analysis for different pole locations: (a) Projection of theNP =
300 different poles (dots) on the surface. The colour of each dot indicates its corresponding
RMSEA after ∼ 2.57 Gyr of sampling. The poles with lowest and largest RMSEA are
highlighted by the larger circles. Black contours denote the initial continent configuration.
by our numerical simulation. This choice was arbitrary since our mantle convec-272
tion model ignores Earth’s rotation due to the high mantle viscosity and has no273
specific spin axis, so no choice of pole location may be preferred over any other.274
Changing the pole location is equivalent to a rigid rotation of the entire initial275
continent configuration. By doing this, the continents start their drift from a276
different latitude in our model grid, which leads to a different IFD for each pole277
location. Here we use NP = 300 different locations, but additional tests using278
100 ≤ NP ≤ 3000 did not display any major differences in the spectrum of279
obtained RMSEA characteristics (see supplementary text and Figure S1).280
For each pole, we computed RMSEA to evaluate the match of model-281
predicted IFD and the GAD curve. In case D, RMSEA varies by a factor282
of ∼ 6 across the ensemble of poles (1.5% ≤ RMSEA ≤ 9%, Figure 4). Thus,283
some poles lead to a very close match of the GAD curve (small RMSEA), while284
for others the critical value of RMSEA is clearly exceeded. No clear correla-285
tion between a pole’s RMSEA and the initial continent configuration is evident.286
This may in part be caused by the fact that RMSEA is a measure integrated287
over all latitude bands, it does not provide information about the mismatch in288
individual bands. However, the observed lack of correlation is also favoured by289
the long time period of ∆τ > 2.5 Gyr which limits the importance of the initial290
condition. In this example, mean and median RMSEA fall just below the 5%291
level, so that in our definition ∼ 50% of poles resembles the GAD curve very292
closely.293
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Figure 5: Role of the initial craton configuration in model D: (a) Box plot of RMSEA using
NP = 300 pole locations. Each box indicates the result from inclination sampling during
the interval [t0, t0 + ∆τ ] with ∆τ = 600 Myr. Lower and upper box limits denote the first
and third quartile, the horizontal bar inside the box is the median. Whiskers extend 1.5
interquartile ranges from the top and bottom of the box, data points outside the whiskers
are shown as separate dots. The light shaded region indicates RMSEA < 5% (i.e. excellent
match to the GAD curve for uniform sampling.)
3.4. Initial continent configuration294
By changing the pole location, continents start their drift from different295
latitudes, but the cratons still remain in the same initial configuration relative to296
each other and the evolution of their assembly and dispersal is not affected by the297
choice of the pole location. Several different initial configurations could be used298
to analyse the importance of the initial location, but this requires recomputing299
the geodynamic evolution for ∼ 2.5 Gyr every time, which is computationally300
infeasible. Instead, we split the computed evolution into different segments by301
limiting the sampling duration to ∆τ = 600 Myr (roughly the duration of the302
Phanerozoic) beginning at different times t0 ∈ [0, tmax−∆τ ], where tmax denotes303
the end of the geodynamic evolution (tmax ∼ 2.5 Gyr in this case D). We chose304
an increment of 100 Myr for t0, because this is a reasonable time over which two305
adjacent initial configurations become uncorrelated in mantle convection (e.g.306
Bello et al., 2014). This way we obtain 20 partial evolutions of length ∆τ all of307
which feature a distinct initial configuration. The 20 segments partially overlap308
and are thus not strictly independent of each other, but this is ignored here.309
This approach leads to several general observations. First, decreasing ∆τ310
from ∼ 2.5 Gyr (Figure 3) to 600 Myr leads to larger RMSEA and thus to311
poorer approximation of the GAD curve (Figure 5). This is not surprising,312
because cratons have less time to sample all latitudes. On the other hand,313
increasing ∆τ does not necessarily imply smaller RMSEA as further discussed314
in section 3.5. Second, the median RMSEA observed for different t0 varies by a315
factor of ∼ 2 between ∼ 6− 7% and ∼ 13%. Although difficult to quantify, this316
variation is likely related to whether cratons mostly aggregate and stay clustered317
or assemble, break up and disperse during the sampling window, which may also318
be associated with different rates on continental drift (see Figure 2). Finally,319
for all initial configurations at least some locations lead to RMSEA < 5% and320
thus a good approximation to the GAD curve and uniform latitude sampling,321
but this happens for a maximum of ∼ 30% of all poles (for t0 = 1.8± 0.1 Gyr)322


























Figure 6: (a) Combined RMSEA characteristic for models A-H. The box plot in (a) is similar
to Figure 5, but here each box contains NI · NP data points and captures the variation of
RMSEA arising from different initial configurations (NI = 15 − 21) and from different pole
locations (NP = 300). Black horizontal bars denote the median. (b) Fraction F600 of poles
with RMSEA < 5% after ∆τ = 600 Myr of sampling.
3.5. Time scales of uniform latitude sampling324
So far, we have only discussed a single geodynamic evolution (case D), but325
this is only one of many possible evolutions that arise from variation in some326
(poorly constrained) convection and material parameters. Out of their case set,327
Rolf et al. (2017) discussed that case D provided the best overall representation328
of Earth’s tectonic evolution. However, this study did not consider latitude329
sampling, so that it is necessary to compare different geodynamic evolutions330
also in this respect. The characterising parameters of the different cases are331
summarised in Table 1, additional details are given in Appendix A and the332
main diagnostics with respect to uniform sampling are listed in Table 2.333
We repeated the analysis described in the previous section (∆τ = 600 Myr),334
but now combine the RMSEA characteristics obtained for the NP = 300 dif-335
ferent poles and the NI = 15 − 21 different t0 to obtain a set of 4500 − 6300336
values for RMSEA for each case A-H (Figure 6). Clearly, the variations within337
each case are stronger than in between cases. However, when focussing on the338
median of RMSEA as well as the fraction F600 of poles with RMSEA < 5%,339
some first-order trends are evident, which we will further describe in the follow-340
ing. In addition, we discuss how the chance of uniform sampling may depend341
on the length of the sampling duration ∆τ . To do this, we start inclination342
sampling at t0 = 0 Myr and compute the fraction FP of pole location that lead343
to RMSEA < 5% after given ∆τ (see section 2.3).344
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3.5.1. Upper-lower mantle viscosity contrast345
Comparison of our model evolutions with respect to the diagnostics F600346
and FP indicates a clear dependence on the viscosity contrast (∆ηR) at 660 km347
depth or between the upper and lower mantle. The larger this parameter, the348
more pole locations lead to an IFD statistically indistinguishable from the GAD349
curve (RMSEA < 5%) after 600 Myr of sampling (compare cases A vs. B vs.350
C and D vs. E in Figure 6). This is also reflected in the variation of FP with351
increasing sampling duration: with large ∆ηR the number of poles successfully352
resembling the GAD curve increases much faster with sampling duration ∆τ353
than with small ∆ηR (Figure 7a).354
These observations can be understood by analysing the (self-organised, not355
prescribed) radial profiles of viscosity and velocity. In our model, increasing356
∆ηR effectively decreases upper mantle viscosity (Figure 7b). This reduces the357
resistive drag at the base of the cratonic roots (e.g Forsyth and Ueda, 1975) and358
allows them to drift faster on average (Table 1 and Figure 7c). Cratons may thus359
drift over a larger distance and can sample a larger fraction of the surface in a360
given time interval, which seemingly increases the chance of uniform sampling.361
Consequently, with ∆ηR = 1 (model A) uniform latitude sampling remains362
very unlikely even after long sampling duration (F = 37% after ∆τ = 3.2 Gyr)363
while in case C with ∆ηR = 100 sufficiently uniform sampling is comparably364
frequently observed after 600 Myr (Figure 6) and becomes very likely (F > 90%)365
after ∆τ = 1.3− 1.4 Gyr of sampling.366
This value of ∆τ is somewhat ad hoc and depends also on the threshold value367
of RMSEA = 5%). A larger threshold will increase FP or any given sampling368
duration, while a smaller threshold (a better approximation of the GAD curve)369
will decrease it. Taking case C as an example, FP after ∆τ = 1.3 Gyr is reduced370
from 92% to 71% using a threshold of 3% and increased to 97% using a threshold371
of 6%. A level of FP > 90% may first be reached after 1.2, 1.3 and 2.0 Gyr for372
thresholds of 4, 5, and 6%, respectively. There is no strict statistical argument373
for our threshold of 5%, but it follows previous suggestions (e.g. Nevitt and374
Hancock, 2000; Meert et al., 2003). In any case, the observed general trend for375
FP with varying ∆ηR is unlikely to depend on the exact threshold.376
Finally, FP generally seems to increase with increasing ∆τ until saturation377
is reached at larger values of FP . In other words, uniform latitude sampling is378
more likely the longer the sampling window. However, temporal stagnation or379
even decrease in FP can be observed for all cases (Figure 7), for example if a380
continent stagnates for a sufficiently long time at polar latitudes (like Antarctica381
on the modern Earth) as this can cause oversampling of these latitudes. As382
a result, uniform latitude sampling may actually be an intermittent feature383
and increasing sampling duration (e.g. Phanerozoic only vs. Phanerozoic +384
Precambrian) does not necessarily help to achieve more uniform sampling, at385
least on time scales relevant for Earth’s evolution.386
3.5.2. The yield strength of the lithosphere387
The dependence of FP on the surface yield strength of the lithosphere σ0 is388
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Figure 7: Time scales of uniform sampling. (a) Fraction FP of poles with RMSEA < 5%
after sampling duration ∆τ for models A-C. Averaged radial profiles for these cases are shown
in (b) for viscosity η and in (c) for rms-velocity vrms. (d)-(f) are identical to (a)-(c), but
for cases B, D, and F. Panels (g)-(i) depict the results for cases D, G, and H. We note that
in (a), (d), and (g) the values of FP at ∆τ = 600 Myr can differ from F600 shown in Figure
6b, because here only a single continental initial condition (or t0) has been used, while F600
denotes the average over all tested t0.
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to resemble the GAD curve seems present for decreasing σ0 (case B vs. D vs.390
F and C vs. E in Figure 6, Figure 7d). With smaller σ0, the lithosphere is less391
resistant to plastic yielding and thus the generation of plate boundaries, which392
effectively decreases the wavelength of mantle flow (Yoshida, 2008). This tends393
to result in more dispersed continent configurations (Zhang et al., 2012; Rolf394
et al., 2014) in which continents move more independently of each other than in395
compact clusters, so that sampling of all latitudes may be facilitated as suggested396
by McFadden (2004). Further reducing the yield stress may thus appear as a397
simple method to make uniform sampling easier, but this will strongly degrade398
plate-like behaviour in our convection model (e.g. Tackley, 2000a; van Heck399
and Tackley, 2008) and is thus infeasible with geodynamic constraints like the400
localisation of tectonic deformation in plate boundaries.401
3.5.3. The number and total area coverage of continental cratons402
In the previous section, we identified that it is important with regards to uni-403
form latitude sampling whether a continent configuration with multiple, small404
blocks can be maintained, which samples the surface more efficiently. This does405
not only depend on the yield strength of the lithosphere, but also on the number406
(NC) and area of the cratons (AC), which we test in cases G and H. These cases407
were not part of the model suite of Rolf et al. (2017).408
One may expect that more smaller continents sample the globe faster than409
fewer larger continents (keeping the same total surface area). This is however410
not supported by our analysis of the diagnostic FP . The trend of FP with in-411
creasing sampling duration is very similar and even for large ∆τ it is difficult412
to identify any significant differences between the models with 6 and 12 cratons413
(cases D and G). This is not surprising given that the averaged profiles of vis-414
cosity and velocity are very similar (Figure 7i-j).415
The underlying reason can be understood via the snapshots of the geody-416
namic evolution (Figure 8). Although the model with 12 continents has a very417
dispersed continent configuration initially, the individual cratons quickly begin418
to assemble to pairs and larger blocks. Over time, it is difficult to maintain419
more than 2 or 3 individual clusters of cratons, which is not much different420
from the case with 6 larger cratons (Figure 1). Dynamically, this may happen421
because the mantle flow wants to adopt a characteristic wavelength, which is422
mostly governed by flow parameters like ∆ηR and σ0 rather than the number423
of the (relatively small) cratons.424
Increasing the total area of the 12 cratons by ∼ 50%, however, clearly425
increases the proxy FP and thus reduces the time scale after which uniform426
sampling may become likely (Figure 7g). Larger cratons obviously capture a427
larger portion of the sphere at any instant of time, but they are also more effi-428
cient in thermally insulating the underlying mantle (e.g. Lenardic et al., 2005).429
This is indicated by the reduced viscosity below the plates (Figure 7h) and al-430
lows the cratons to drift with increased rates (Figure 7i). It is again difficult431
to maintain a larger number of dispersed continental fragments as described432
for case G. Instead, a rather episodic continent configuration develops that is433
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Figure 8: As in Figure 1, but for case G including 12 cratons. The snapshots of the evolution
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Figure 9: As in Figure 1, but for case H including 12 cratons with larger total continental
coverage. The snapshots of the evolution are taken at: (a) 0.34 Gyr, (b) 0.68 Gyr, (c) 1.25 Gyr,
(d) 1.52 Gyr, (e) 1.71 Gyr, (f) 2.09 Gyr.
ure 9d) in which continental drift is very slow. This is interrupted by phases435
during which the supercontinent breaks into typically two dispersing fragments436
(Figure 9) that can drift apart very rapidly, exceeding rates of ∼ 15 cm/yr for437
individual cratons at times. In combination, these effects clearly increase the438
proxy FP and thus facilitate close resemblance of the GAD curve after given439
sampling duration ∆τ (Figure 7g).440
4. Discussion441
We have investigated whether a set of continents samples all latitudes uni-442
formly within a geologically relevant time scale, so that the approach of using443
the observed paleomagnetic inclination record to infer the persistence of a geo-444
centric axial dipole through geological time is well-founded (GAD hypothesis).445
In contrast to previous attempts, our approach involves global-scale geodynamic446
numerical models, which link Earth’s mantle dynamics, plate tectonics and con-447
tinental drift in a self-consistent manner. Perhaps the most important result448
from our modelling is that the ability of continents to sample latitudes uniformly449
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is strongly dependent on the style of continental drift and closely linked to the450
structure of mantle flow and tectonic plates at the surface.451
4.1. Uniform latitude sampling during the Phanerozoic452
In most of our models (cases A-G), uniform sampling of all latitudes dur-453
ing the Phanerozoic (∆τ ≤ 600 Myr) is rather unlikely (≤∼ 30% chance, see454
Table 2), similar to what has been proposed by Meert et al. (2003). These455
authors employed a constrained random walk model in which the magnitude456
and directional changes of drift velocities were randomly generated, but bound457
to intervals consistent with the characteristics of reconstructed continental drift458
during the Phanerozoic. In our approach, continental drift is in contrast a con-459
sequence of the force balance of the mantle-lithosphere system. This leads to460
an entirely self-organised evolution that is not tied to preset bounds and can461
capture the entire range of feasible tectonic scenarios.462
For the models with the same surface coverage of cratons (cases A-G), the463
limit of ∼ 30% chance is exceeded by only one case (case C, ∼ 46%). This464
exception is probably a consequence of the combination of the relatively fast465
continental drift due to low sublithospheric mantle viscosity and more inde-466
pendently drifting continental fragments due to the relatively low plastic yield467
strength of the lithosphere. However, Rolf et al. (2017) investigated cases A-F468
with regards to the localisation of deformation into narrow plate boundaries, the469
speed ratio of continental and oceanic plates, the toroidal-poloidal partitioning470
of surface motions, and the ability to assemble and disperse supercontinents471
and deemed case D to be most comparable to plate reconstructions covering472
the Cenozoic and Mesozoic. In this case, the chance of uniform sampling after473
600 Myr is only ∼ 12%. In contrast, case C (with the most efficient sampling474
here) tended to degrade from Earth-like plate behaviour in terms of localisation475
of deformation into plate boundaries and in the ability to generate large oceanic476
tectonic plates like the current Pacific one.477
Consequently, non-uniform sampling is always more likely than uniform sam-478
pling in our models. This also holds when the number of individual cratons is479
higher than our nominal number of 6, which seems relevant for Earth given480
the number of presently distinguishable cratonic units. Increasing their indi-481
vidual size (case H), however, may increase the chance of uniform sampling482
within 600 Myr to 66%. In this case, our model-Earth was initially covered by483
∼ 47% with continental lithosphere compared to ∼ 31% in the other cases. The484
latter number seems in fact more relevant with respect to the modern-Earth485
continents, also, typical continental growth curves do not suggest substantially486
higher continental coverage in the past (see e.g. Hawkesworth et al., 2010, and487
references therein). The effective continental coverage in our model, that is the488
area which contributes to latitude sampling, is however limited to the strong489
cratonic portion of continents, because only this part resists tectonic recycling490
over long time scales. The cratonic portion in case H makes up ∼ 31% of the491
total surface area, comparable to Earth’s present-day continental coverage. On492
the other hand, not all of Earth’s continental lithosphere is cratonic and mag-493
netic inclination sampling is strongly focussed on some specific regions on the494
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continents (see Figure 10 below). In short, our case H probably exaggerates495
the sampling fraction of Earth’s continental lithosphere. In future, our model496
should ideally incorporate dynamic growth of continental crust, but this requires497
to consider complex melting relations in the deeper interior (Rozel et al., 2017),498
which is beyond the scope of the present study.499
Regardless of the above sampling area issue, none of our models predicts500
uniform sampling throughout the Phanerozoic with a high degree of confidence,501
say F600 or FP > 90%. One could certainly argue that our set of eight geody-502
namic evolutions does not capture the whole variety of possible combinations503
of our control parameters like ∆ηR and σ0. Given our results presented in sec-504
tion 3.5 (Figures 6b, 7), a smaller upper-mantle viscosity (equivalent to larger505
∆ηR) as well as a weaker lithosphere (i.e. smaller σ0) may further facilitate506
uniform latitude sampling after a given time interval (i.e. larger F600, FP ).507
These parameters cannot be changed arbitrarily, however, in order to maintain508
a geodynamic evolution reasonable for the Earth.509
The viscosity contrast between the upper and lower mantle cannot be too510
extreme in order to match Earth’s surface geoid (e.g. Steinberger and Calder-511
wood, 2006) and constraints on slab sinking speeds from seismic tomography512
(van der Meer et al., 2010; Domeier et al., 2016). Our models exaggerate mantle513
viscosities in general by some factor (due to limitations in computational fea-514
sibility), but if they indeed describe a reasonable balance of tectonic forces as515
suggested by Rolf et al. (2017), this probably does not have major impact on our516
findings regarding latitude sampling. Constraints on lithospheric yield strength517
come from laboratory experiments (e.g. Kohlstedt et al., 1995). These typically518
suggest significantly greater values than used in our (and other) mantle con-519
vection models, which would not feature Earth-like plate behaviour otherwise.520
The relation between (the laboratory-inferred) sample-scale and the (model-521
applied) global-scale yield stress remains poorly understood, but even if further522
yield stress reduction in our model was in line with observational constraints,523
the expected degrading of plate-like behaviour (see section 3.5.2) would lead to524
tectonic model predictions that are much less comparable to Earth’s than those525
presented above.526
In summary, a time scale of ∆τ = 600 Myr or less seems insufficient to sam-527
ple Earth’s latitudes uniformly (consistent with Meert et al., 2003; McFadden,528
2004). This finding is robust across a range of geodynamic scenarios relevant529
for the Earth’s evolution, at least for a fixed geomagnetic pole or the absence530
of true polar wander (TPW). The latter may improve the efficiency of uniform531
sampling and reduce the related time scales if continental drift and TPW are532
intrinsically linked as proposed by Evans (2003) or Nakada (2007), for instance.533
In this work we do not include TPW in our approach due to limitations in our534
numerical model, but investigating the role of TPW and its link to continen-535
tal drift is a logical future step towards building a dynamically fully consistent536
model of continental drift evolution (see discussion in section 4.3.1).537
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4.2. Uniform latitude sampling during the Precambrian538
Considering only models without polar motion, uniform sampling tends to539
become more feasible upon elongation of the sampling duration, although this540
is not strictly the case as discussed above (see e.g. Figure 7). It requires at least541
∼ 1.3 Gyr (cases C, H), or ∼ 2.5× the length of the Phanerozoic, to achieve high542
confidence (FP > 90%) that the magnetic inclinations sampled by the model543
continents resemble the GAD curve closely. Evans (1976)’s original proposal of544
the random paleomagnetic test involving only Phanerozoic paleomagnetic data545
seems thus infeasible. This has already been concluded by others workers, for546
instance Meert et al. (2003) and McFadden (2004), but Evans (2005) challenged547
that and proposed that uniform latitude sampling may still be achieved within548
a few 100 Myr, which would validate the original test. He based his conclu-549
sions on a highly idealised model of a single, circular continent drifting with a550
constant velocity. Indeed, our models with much higher degree of geodynamic551
consistency confirm that some fraction of tests (pole locations) lead to IFDs552
that closely match the GAD curve even after < 300 Myr. But this fraction553
is typically < 10%, so this is an unlikely possibility. On the other hand, Mc-554
Fadden (2004) suggested that it may require > 5 Gyr to achieve the desired555
uniformity, without explicitly considering the finite size of continental sampling556
area though. Our calculations do not cover 5 Gyr, but a crude extrapolation of557
the observed trends in Figure 7 to levels of FP > 90% seems to be in line with558
such long time scales for several cases (e.g. case A).559
Still, some of the geodynamic evolutions suggest shorter time scales of uni-560
form sampling, with a minimum of ∼ ∆τ ∼ 1.3 Gyr. Such an estimate lies561
between the proposed time scales of Evans (2005) and McFadden (2004) and562
is moreover shorter than the duration of the Precambrian for which data bases563
of paleomagnetic inclinations have been assembled as well. It may still be pos-564
sible then to employ the above random paleomagnetic test with Precambrian565
rather than Phanerozoic samples (which strongly dominate our observational566
record). We need to point out, however, that the inclination sampling in our567
models is an idealised end-member in the sense that our statistics are based568
on NS = 100 sampling points per craton for each sampling interval, which is569
usually ∆t ∼ 4− 20 Myr depending on the case. In total, this leads to roughly570
105 data points in our synthetic data, which vastly exceeds the number of Pre-571
cambrian data points.572
For instance, the recent version of the Paleomagia database contains ∼ 3600573
entries (Veikkolainen et al., 2017a), but this also includes metamorphic and sed-574
imentary rocks, which may suffer from inclination shallowing. Excluding those575
and additionally ignoring any quality criteria for paleodirections for this pur-576
pose(Van der Voo, 1990), Paleomagia contains about 1500 igneous paleopoles577
with age 1.842− 0.542 Myr, thus for sampling duration ∆τ = 1.3 Gyr (our min-578
imum estimate above). With 100 sampling points per craton, this would imply579
that sampling is performed only 3− 4× or every ∼ 350− 400 Myr. During such580
a long gap, continental configuration will substantially reorganise (Figure 1),581
which will make any effort to reconstruct Precambrian paleogeography without582
additional constraints extremely complicated. We note, though, that tests with583
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sampling intervals ∆t up to a factor ∼ 25 longer than used above (like ∼ 90 Myr584
in case C and ∼ 125 Myr in case D) did not show major differences in the frac-585
tion FP of poles that resembled the GAD curve (see supplementary text and586
Figure S2); Meert et al. (2003) reported a similarly weak dependence on the587
sampling interval.588
Rather than increasing the sampling interval ∆t to extreme values, an obvi-589
ous way to reduce the size of our synthetic data base is to decrease the sampling590
points per craton NS and keep ∆t at its nominal value (e.g. ∼ 3.4 Myr in case C591
and ∼ 8.2 Myr in case D). Somewhat surprisingly, reduction to NS = 10 seems592
to have only marginal effects on the model-predicted IFD. Even further reduc-593
tion to NS = 1− 3 has only limited effects on the IFD and the fraction of poles594
that resemble uniform sampling (see supplementary text and Figure S3). This595
result is somewhat unexpected, but it may be due to the wide bin size (10◦)596
used for latitude and inclination sampling. Such a relatively large bin size may597
make the IFD rather insensitive to details of the sampling procedure, especially598
in the presence of several small continents, rather than a single large continent.599
On the other hand, obtained inclination data may be prone to significant un-600
certainties, such that using finer bin sizes may not be appropriate.601
Finally, the distribution of observed paleopoles is not spatially uniform602
neither in time nor in space (Figure 10), which we have implicitly assumed in603
our sampling. In fact, available samples cluster in North America and Scandi-604
navia and around ∼ 1.1 Gyr and ∼ 1.8 Gyr. Ideally, this would be incorporated605
into our approach via non-uniform weighting during the sampling, on the other606
hand our tests above do not suggest strong sensitivity of sampling details in607
our approach. These weighting effects may thus not cause major changes, but608
this should be studied more thoroughly in future with more realistic models fea-609
turing the Earth-like shape of continents and cratons and various other model610
improvements. Such improvements will affect the geodynamic evolution in gen-611
eral, which from our current point of view seems to be more important than612
sampling details for whether uniform sampling can be achieved on Precambrian613
time scales.614
4.3. Model improvements615
Besides the potential improvements discussed already, our models should616
consider higher convective vigour in the mantle (i.e. lower viscosity), which617
impacts the thickness of subducting slabs and thus the driving forces of plate618
tectonics, but also mineral phase changes, which may affect the wavelength of619
convection (e.g. Tackley, 1996). Style and rate of continental drift may be af-620
fected by the style of subduction, which tends to be too symmetric in our models621
compared to the strongly asymmetric subduction on Earth (see Crameri et al.,622
2012). Also, our model currently aims to reproduce plate tectonics on modern623
Earth, but deals with time scales from the late Archean or early Proterozoic to624
present-day. The style of plate tectonics as well as the area covered by conti-625
nents may have changed over this time period. Another important improvement626
should be the consideration of large-scale compositional heterogeneities in the627
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Figure 10: Distribution of Precambrian magnetic inclination samples from the Paleomagia
data base (Veikkolainen et al., 2017a): Brown lines indicate Earth’s present-day coastlines.
Filled coloured circles denote locations from which Precambrian magnetic inclination data is
available, the colour denotes the respective site age. Only igneous rocks from 0.542 to 1.842 Ga
are coloured, igneous rocks with older age are shown as filled black dots. Open circles denote
the remaining entries in the data bases made of metamorphic and sedimentary rocks. In this
context, no quality grading of the data is considered (Van der Voo, 1990), which means that
all entries are included for simplicity.
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deep mantle, which may anchor a long-term stable, large-scale mantle flow pat-628
tern of spherical harmonic degree 2 (e.g. Burke et al., 2008). This may constrain629
where and how supercontinents assemble and could control (limit) true polar630
wander, which we have not touched upon here (see below).631
All these aspects will affect the style and evolution of the mantle and thus632
subduction history. This will impose different boundary conditions on the outer633
core, the generating zone of the magnetic field. Recently, Biggin et al. (2012)634
highlighted the important role of the mantle in the long-term core evolution (see635
also Nakagawa and Tackley, 2015; Olson et al., 2015; Choblet et al., 2016). Real-636
istic modelling of the Earth’s geodynamo over Precambrian time scales remains637
infeasible, but the listed studies are promising for linking Earth’s tectonic and638
magnetic history and thus in revealing how Earth’s paleomagnetic record has639
been created. Ultimately, such efforts should not only involve magnetic incli-640
nation, but also other measures like paleointensity (Veikkolainen et al., 2017b),641
although these may suffer from large uncertainties and similar sampling issues642
as discussed here.643
4.3.1. A note on true polar wander (TPW)644
Finally, we discuss potential consequences of the omission of true polar wader645
(TPW) in our approach. As outlined above, our analysis assumes the geomag-646
netic pole to be fixed during the entire sampling window. On a planet like647
Earth with plate tectonics, however, the situation may be more complex due to648
true polar wander (see e.g. Raub et al., 2007, and references therein). While649
the Earth’s spin axis remains fixed with respect to the ecliptic plane, TPW de-650
scribes the adjustment of the entire mantle and lithosphere with respect to the651
spin axis, driven by redistribution of mass. In our case, TPW is thus equivalent652
to a pole that moves with time across the latitude-longitude grid defined by653
our model. In principle, uniform latitude sampling could then be achieved by654
polar wandering without any continental drift, which is defined as the motion655
of continents with respect to the underlying mantle.656
TPW histories can be inferred from geodynamic models like those presented657
here (see e.g. Richards et al., 1999; Phillips et al., 2009) by making use of the658
model-predicted density distribution within the interior. The density anomalies659
drive mantle flow and dynamically create topography on the upper and lower660
boundary of the mantle (e.g. Hager et al., 1985). By combining internal density661
anomalies and the resulting topography the inertia tensor of the modelled planet662
can be computed whose eigenvalues define the orientation of the planet’s rota-663
tion axis at any instance of time. Since the inertia tensor is time-dependent, for664
example due to the sinking of subducting slabs, this leads to a time-dependent665
rotation axis and thus a TPW history.666
Inferring a TPW history relevant for the Earth thus relies on the quality667
of the model-predicted internal density distribution and the magnitude of ex-668
cited dynamic topography. Due to reasons of numerical feasibility our employed669
model operates at somewhat reduced convective vigour compared to the Earth’s670
mantle (lower Rayleigh number). This typically increases the scales of density671
anomalies, expressed by somewhat thicker subducting slabs for instance. As a672
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consequence, the predicted amplitudes of surface topography substantially ex-673
ceed terrestrial estimates and no straight-forward way to scale such amplitudes674
consistently to the Earth is known to us. TPW histories extracted from our675
current models may thus not be entirely relevant for the Earth’s evolution and676
we left this task for future work, which should then also consider the viscoelastic677
relaxation of the Earth’s rotational bulge, which defines how fast the rotation678
axis adjusts to changes in the inertia tensor and modulates the rate of polar679
wandering (e.g Ricard et al., 1993).680
Throughout the Phanerozoic TPW rates were likely small (Doubrouvine681
et al., 2012; Torsvik et al., 2014). Cumulative TPW since ∼ 300 Ma may be682
almost zero on Earth (Torsvik et al., 2012) and may have happened along a683
certain axis. Such a preferred direction could be somehow anchored to deep684
thermochemical structures in the lower mantle, which are not yet included in685
our model (see section 4.3). These structures may be stable over long time686
scales (e.g. Burke et al., 2008) and could thus impose limits on the likely rates687
and styles of TPW. In such a case, true polar wander may not be of primary688
importance with regards to the problem of uniform latitude sampling discussed689
in present work. On the other hand, the long-term stability of the mantle’s690
planform of convection and its consequences for deep thermochemical struc-691
tures remains debated (e.g. Zhong et al., 2007). Moreover, instances of rapid692
polar motion (several degrees per million year) have been suggested for parts of693
the Precambrian (e.g. Kirschvink et al., 1997). Such events have also been ob-694
served in some dynamic mantle flow models (e.g. Richards et al., 1999; Phillips695
et al., 2009) and may happen when two of the eigenvalues of the inertia ten-696
sor cross (Evans, 2003). During rapid TPW events, polar motion could exceed697
the rates of continental drift and impose important effects on the latitude sam-698
pling performed by the continents during their drift. Investigating the dynamic699
link between subducting plates, continental drift, deep thermochemical mantle700
structures and TPW is thus an interesting future prospect.701
5. Conclusions702
We have revived the discussion about the applicability of Evans (1976)’s703
method to infer the Earth’s ancient magnetic field structure from the record of704
paleomagnetic inclinations. We have substantially advanced previous attempts705
in terms of geodynamic consistency by using 3D spherical numerical models706
of the Earth’s coupled plate-mantle system to predict the evolution of plate707
tectonics and continental drift in a self-consistent manner over time scales of708
more than 2 Gyr. Our results can be summarised by the following remarks:709
1. Continents have unlikely sampled Earth’s latitudes uniformly during the710
Phanerozoic (within 600 Myr or less), which provides the majority of paleo-711
magnetic observations. This result is robust across a range of geodynamic712
evolutions, which differ in terms of mantle and lithosphere structure as713
well as in the rate and style of plate motions and continental drift. The714
finding is further rather insensitive to the details of inclination sampling.715
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Increasing the number of cratons does not seem to increase the chance716
of uniform latitude sampling. Increasing total continental area, however,717
seems to facilitate uniform sampling during the Phanerozoic, but large718
sampling areas may not be relevant for Earth’s history.719
2. Uniform sampling is typically more likely with longer sampling duration,720
but exceptions from this trend can exist. A lower-bound time scale for721
achieving uniform sampling inferred from our model evolutions may be722
∼ 1.3 Gyr. This time scale strongly depends on the effective viscosity723
profile of the mantle and lithosphere and may be smallest when continents724
can drift rather fast due to relatively low sublithospheric mantle viscosity725
and resistive drag at their base as well as when their ability to split into726
several dispersed and independently moving fragments is maintained. The727
latter is favoured by rather weak tectonic plates (low plastic yield strength728
of the lithosphere). If these conditions are not met, the time scale for729
uniform sampling can easily exceed several billion years.730
3. In the light of our results, Evans (1976)’s random paleomagnetic test as731
a method to infer the dipolar nature of the Earth’s Phanerozoic magnetic732
field from inclinations only is highly questionable as has been inferred733
previously. Potentially, the test could be applied invoking the Precambrian734
data base of paleodirections. However, this probably requires improving735
the number and quality of samples in the record and should ideally involve736
other paleomagnetic observables.737
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Appendix A. Model details750
Mantle flow computation751
Mantle flow is computed in a spherical shell with core radius 3480 km and752
surface radius 6370 km. The shell is divided into two grid blocks of a YinYang753
grid (Tackley, 2008), each of which has a resolution of 128 × 384 × 64. The754
grid spacing is refined in the radial direction with higher resolution close to755
the inner and outer boundary (∼ 20 km resolution). The shell is cooled from756
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above by setting the temperature at the surface to T = 0 and heated from757
below (T = ∆T ) as well as from within using a constant bulk internal heating758
rate of H = 37 (∼ 1.9 × 10−11 W kg). The rather high internal heating rate is759
chosen in order to have a mantle predominantly heated from internal sources760
(85 − 90% of the total heat input). The applied (Benard-) Rayleigh number761
is Ra = α0g0∆TD
3
0ρ0/κ0η0 = 6 × 106, where the reference viscosity η0 ∼762
1 × 1022 Pa s is the volume-averaged mantle viscosity at T = ∆T (see Table763
Appendix B for definition and values of the reference parameters used in the764
definition of Ra). The resulting mantle viscosities are somewhat higher than765
suggested for Earth’s, which effectively results in reduced convective vigour.766
Smaller values would require finer resolution of the numerical grid and cause767
much higher computational costs.768
Plate-like behaviour769
A viscoplastic rheology is used here to realise plate-like behaviour. Viscos-770
ity may then be reduced to a single effective value η that enters the governing771
equations of mantle flow. It is composed of two parts, ηT and ηY , such that772
η−1 = η−1T + η
−1
Y , where these two parts describe the temperature (T )-, respec-773
tively, the strain rate (ε̇)-dependence. Both parts depend on depth, d, and the774
different compositions Ck (which parameterise the continents) and are given as:775



















exp [ln(∆σYk)Ck] . (A.2)
EA is the activation energy, here fixed at EA = 32.23 (∼ 670 kJ mol−1; the di-776
mensional value is obtained after applying the conversion described in Appendix777
B). Its value may be artificially high due to the details of above rheological law,778
but the thermally induced viscosity contrast across the observed temperature779
variation is ∼ 107. The pre-factor ηd controls the depth-dependence and de-780
pends on the choice of the viscosity jump ∆ηR. Volume-averaged viscosity is781
independent of ∆ηR (i.e.
∫
V
ηd dV = 1). The parameters ∆ηC1 = 100 and782
∆ηC2 = 0.1 denote the intrinsic viscosity contrast of the cratonic and mobile783
rim parts of the continents, respectively. In the expression for ηY , σY is the784
yield stress, which consists of a surface value σ0 (varied in the present work)785
and a fixed depth gradient σ
′
Y = 2 × 105 (∼ 0.25 MPa/km). The parameters786
∆σY1 = ∆σY2 = 10 are defined analogous to the ∆ηCk and determine the differ-787
ent yield strength of continental material compared to the reference material.788
Finally, the presented models include a parametrised low-viscosity astheno-789
sphere by applying a viscosity reduction of factor 10 to material in regions where790
the solidus temperature is exceeded (Tackley, 2000b). The assumed solidus is791
based on a fit to experimental data (see Xie and Tackley, 2004, and references792
therein). We note that due to the solidus’ increase with depth, this effect is793
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Symbol Definition Value
α0 Thermal expansivity 3× 10−5 K−1
g0 Gravitational acceleration 10 m s
−2
D0 Mantle thickness 2.89× 106 m
∆T Temperature drop 2500 K
TS Surface temperature 300 K
ρ0 Normal mantle density 3300 kg m
−3
k0 Thermal conductivity 4 W m
−1 K−1
κ0 Thermal diffusivity 1× 10−6 m2 s−1
η0 Viscosity (at T = ∆T ) 1× 1022 Pa s
τE Earth mantle transit time 63 Myr
τ Model mantle transit time 7.276× 10−4
Table B.1: List of reference parameters used to convert non-dimensional model parameters
and results into dimensional units.
limited to shallow depth (underneath the oceanic tectonic plates, but not below794
the thicker continental lithosphere).795
Appendix B. Dimensionalisation of results796
The presented mantle flow evolutions are based on non-dimensional input797
parameters. However, non-dimensional numbers may be converted to dimen-798
sional units using the transit time framework in which the transit time τE of799
Earth’s mantle is equalised with the one obtained in the reference case D (τ).800
Earth’s mantle transit time τE is the time needed to cross the mantle with a801
characteristic velocity. Here we use the present-day surface velocity (root mean802
square) as such a characteristic value for which we use 4.6 cm/yr. Note that this803
choice is rather arbitrary and not necessarily typical for Earth’s long-term evolu-804
tion. The model analogue τ is the inverse of the time-averaged non-dimensional805
surface velocity of the reference case D. The time scaling factor τ/τE connects806
model to Earth’s timescales and relates some dimensional and non-dimensional807
properties: (time) t(dim) = tτE/τ , (velocity) v(dim) = vD0τ/τE , (temperature)808
T(dim) = TS + T∆T , (viscosity) η(dim) = η0η, (depth) d(dim) = D0d, (yield809





vation energy) EA (dim) = EARg∆T with Rg being the gas constant, (internal811
heating rate) H(dim) = Hk0∆Tτ/κ0ρ0τE .812
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